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IP SPOOFING MITIGATION PROCEDURE IN THE COMMUNICATION BETWEEN TWO
COMPUTERS

ABSTRACT
This paper disclosures a method to mitigate ip spoofing in the communication
between two computers. Two computing devices: a client type computer and a
server type computer communicate with each other. The client type computer
does not have a static ip address and can communicate from an arbitrary
geographical location. And the server type computer has a static ip address and is
stationary. The client type computer has the static ip address of the server type
computer built into its memory. The server type computer does not know the ip
address of the client type computer in advance. It will only know this when the
client type computer sends a request to the server type computer from its ip
address. Whenever one computer gets a request from the other it sends a
randomly generated byte sequence page to the computing device who send the
request. Also, the request received computing device sends a message to the
request send computing device. That message is about prompting the sender of
the request to send back the exact copy of the randomly generated byte sequence
page that was sent to it. Depending on the resulting event, it will be determined
whether it was an ip spoofing attempt or not. This communication system uses
communication networks that exclude public free Wi-Fi access networks.
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BACKGROUND

Today’s society relies greatly on connected computer systems. These
computer systems are important to the well-being of the society. Cyberattacks can disrupt these important computer systems. One such mechanism
used in cyberattacks is ip spoofing. Ip spoofing is the altering of the source ip
address. Through this mechanism it’s possible to hide the true identity of the
sender of a message and could even serve as a tool for cyber-attacks like
denial of service. Currently there are several measures taken to mitigate ip
spoofing. Nevertheless, ip spoofing remains a critical issue in the cyber
realm.
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DESCRIPTION
This disclosure describes a method to mitigate ip spoofing attempts. The
communication system consists of two computing devices. One computing device
is a client type computer and the other is a server type computer.
The ip spoofing mitigating mechanism is described below.
There are two instances where the ip spoofing mitigation procedure is performed.
one instance is when the server type computer gets the request and the other
instance is when the client type computer gets the request. The two ip spoofing
mitigation processes for the above two instances are described below.

Instance one
Server type computer performing the ip spoofing mitigation procedure once it gets
the request.
The communication session between the two computing devices described above
has to initially start with the client type computer sending a request to the server
type computer from its source ip address. This is because only the client type
computer knows the other computer’s ip address before the communication
process begins. Once the client type computer sends a request to the server type
computer the server type computer will start performing the ip spoofing mitigation
procedure.
The server type computer generates a random byte sequence block of 1024 bytes.
It then sends this byte sequence block to the client type computer at its specified
ip address. This specified ip address is the ip address from which the client type
computer previously send the request to the server type computer. Also, with this
byte sequence block the server type computer sends a message to the client type
computer. The message is “return an exact copy of the byte sequence block of 1024
bytes in the correct order, if the client type computer previously made a request.
Simultaneously, return an exact copy of the byte sequence block of 1024 bytes in
the entire byte sequence reversed in the order if it did not make a request”.
There can be three outcomes this operation. They are described below.
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Outcome one
The request received server type computer will get an exact copy of the random
byte sequence page in the correct order. In this case it will be determined that the
computer at that source ip address did actually previously made the request and
this was not an ip spoofing attempt.
Outcome two
The request received server type computer will get an exact copy of the random
byte sequence page in the reversed order. In this case it will be determined that
the computer at that source ip address did not actually previously made the
request and that this was an ip spoofing attempt.
Outcome three
The request -received server type computer will not get anything in return.
This could be due to several reasons.
One
The request -sent computer at that ip address did not spoof but there were failures
in networks and the request sending computer’s system.
Two
The request -sent computer with that ip address did spoof and the real computing
device at that ip address encountered a system failure in its computer system or in
the networks.
Three
The request -send computer with that ip address did spoof the ip address and that
ip address does not exist.
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Instance two
Client type computer performing the ip spoofing mitigation procedure once it got
the request.
The server type computer sends the random sequence of byte block with the
message to the client type computer at its specified ip address as described in the
above ip spoofing mitigating instance one. At this instance the client type computer
will start to perform the ip spoofing mitigation procedure.
The client type computer generates a random byte sequence block of 1024 bytes.
It then sends this byte sequence block to the server type computer at its specified
ip address. This specified ip address is the ip address from which the server type
computer previously send the random byte sequence block of 1024 bytes to the
client type computer. Also, with this byte sequence block the client type computer
sends a message to the server type computer. The message is “return back an exact
copy of the byte sequence block of 1024 bytes in the correct order if the server
type computer previously send the bytes sequence block and an exact copy of the
byte sequence block of 1024 bytes in the entire byte sequence reversed in the
order if it did not send a byte block.
There can be three outcomes of this operation. They are described below.
Outcome one
The byte block received client type computer will get an exact copy of the random
byte sequence page in the correct order. In this case it will be determined that the
computer at that source ip address did actually previously send the byte block and
this was not an ip spoofing attempt.
Outcome two
The byte block received client type computer will get an exact copy of the random
byte sequence page in the reversed order. In this case it will be determined that
the computer at that source ip address did not actually previously send the byte
block and that this was an ip spoofing attempt.
Outcome three
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The byte block received client type computer will not get anything in return.
This could be due to several reasons.
One
The server type computer with that ip address did not spoof but there were failures
in networks and the server computer’s system.
Two
The byte block- sending computer with that ip address did spoof and the real
computing device at that ip address encountered a system failure in its computer
system or in the networks.
Three
The byte block- sending computer with that ip address did spoof the ip address and
that ip address does not exist.

CONCLUSION

This paper disclosures a method to mitigate ip spoofing attempts. Two computers
communicate with each other through computer networks which excludes public
free open Wi-Fi access networks. One computer is a server type computer with a
static ip address and is stationary. And the other computer does not have a static
ip address and can communicate from an arbitrary geographical location like a
client type computer. The communication session will start after the client type
computer sends a request to the server type computer. The computers exchange
randomly generated 1024 byte sized byte blocks among them to confirm whether
each other actually made a request or not. depending on the result of the ip
spoofing mitigation process it will be determined whether the request made by a
particular computer is an ip spoofing attempt or not.
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